
OREGON COUNTRY FAIR BOARD OF DIRECTORS MINUTES 6/4/01 
PRESENT:  Jack Makarchek, Etienne Smith, Lawrence Taylor, Michele Sharpy, Jim Newhall MD, Charlie Zennache, Bear Wilner, 
Jim Sahr, Brad Lerch, and Charles Drew & Diane Albino (alternates). 
 
Bear moved, & Dr Jim seconded, the Kitchen Garden Project extension be moved from new to old business.   
The motion passed:  9 in favor and 1 opposed (Charlie). 
 
Lawrence moved, and Jim seconded, the Chumleigh Emergency proposal be moved from new to old business.  
The motion passed:  7 in favor and 3 opposed (Michele, Charlie, & Bear) 
 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
• Saturday, June 9, will be the first day of Main Camp as well as a day of healing.  Etienne will lead a native american healing 

ceremony at 3pm in Miss Piggy.  This is followed by the Board work session on trust and team building.  All are welcome to 
attend.  (This event will pass before the paper is even mailed to you.  However, it has been a long, hard year and perhaps we can 
bend the space/time continuum a bit.  Consider your own healing and trust practice and know that other Fair family gathered 
together to engage in similar activity.  Conscious intention manifests reality.) 

• The July BoD meeting is rescheduled to Sunday, July 1, 4pm, on site.  Ask the Quartermaster who knows all for specific location. 
• The September BoD meeting is rescheduled (to accommodate for Labor Day) to Tuesday, September 4, 7pm, at Central 

Presbyterian Church. 
• David Helton (Registration Co-coord) announced that permanent booths have been awarded to Deb Curtis who sells her beautiful, 

woven baskets under the name Woven Fire, and to Ron Samuels who makes marimbas and other instruments.  Both have juried 
highly for years.  The booths will be on Wooten Way in Chela Mela Meadow. 

• Marlene thanked the food booths participating in this year’s Silver Star Staff Special.  This extends the value of a food voucher.  
If you see a Silver Star on a food booth ask what the staff food voucher special is.  Lists of participating food booths will be 
posted at Hospitality. 

• Tickets are on sale at all Fastixx outlets which have moved from Fred Meyer to Safeway, except in the Puget Sound area. 
 
 

MINUTES APPROVAL 
Charles moved, and Brad seconded, the minutes of the May 7, 2001, BoD meeting be approved. 
The motion passed:  10 in favor and 0 opposed. 
Reverend Chumleigh sent the following correction by e-mail regarding a Mexican Glass Harmonica player, “I distinctly said I wanted 
to ‘bring one of Mexico’s greatest Concert Harpists, and a Glass Harmonica Player to OCF.  I don’t know any Mexican Glass 
Harmonica players.” 
 

MEMBER INPUT 
John Flanery (Community Village Registration) asked the Board to clarify the impact of last month’s approved motion to increase the 
number of SOPs for staff as it relates to CV.  At present, CV receives less than 25 percent of staff in SOPs.   
Bear thanked Construction, Tommy, Ichabod, Rainbow, Steve, Andyman, and everyone involved in setting up Main Camp kitchen so 
smoothly and quickly. 
Joseph (Lot Crew) encouraged everyone, especially those with any charge about the past year, to attend the gatherings on 6/9.  Do not 
let the opportunity pass. 
 

STAFF & OFFICER REPORTS 
General Manager  Leslie thanked Courtney (Inventory) for hosting the great coordinator potluck on Saturday.  It really feels like 
we’re doing it, having distributed staff shirts.  Coordinators, remember to get dragon vouchers from Courtney so your crews can get 
on site.  However, a dragon voucher will only get you as far as the Sticker Booth, where folks will get their various Fair passes.  The 
next time Courtney will be on site is 6/16.  Thanks to Carl & Bucket (QM), Ichabod & Tommy (Communications), Andyman and all 
who remodeled the QuarterMaster booth.  It is functionally wonderful and will provide better hearing, sight lines into the lots, and 
service.  Thanks to Construction and Kitchen crew for setting up Main Camp.  Thanks to Ichabod and Tommy for wiring expertise 
which will provide hot coffee and no blown fuses.  Leslie looks forward to moving out on-site full time soon.  The best way to contact 
her there is through QuarterMaster.  Thanks to Michael Glownia for continued work on the August Culture Jam.  He was also 
involved with the family & teen jams at the YMCA last weekend.   

The Fair received the Oregon Watershed Enhancement Board grant to restore Indian Creek!  OCF also finally received the 
Certificate of Occupancy for the town office!  Leslie submitted a grant to Lane Arts Council for a Halloween theme Culture Jam to be 
held on October 27. 

Leslie will meet with media representatives in Portland next week to promote the Fair and encourage ticket sales.  Reduce 
your friends’ confusion.  The Fair is being held later this year because of the late weekday placement of the 4th of July.  The Fair will 
be held on July 13, 14, & 15! 
 
Administrative Assistant  Thanks to Mike Lesiack for mowing the lawn at the town office.  norma made arrangements with some 
Fair family neighbors to keep an eye on the building while the office is on site.  The site office will be fully moved by 6/16.  Stop by 
and say HI! 



 
Site Manager  Steve thanked all who have been praying for rain.  It would be good if it could continue on Mondays and Tuesdays of 
Main Camp to suppress the fire danger.  These are the most extreme conditions on site that we’ve faced.  Steve will have a walking 
meeting with the fire marshals one week prior to the Fair when they will assess the situation.  The fire marshals may determine that we 
could have no open flames or no cigarette smoking in the parking lots.  Everyone on site is an honorary member of Fire crew.  One of 
the positive aspects of camping so closely is that nothing goes un-noticed for long.  Be prepared.  Bring your home fire extinguisher, 
bucket, burlap and shovel.  Know where they are located in your camp.  Know where the nearest water source is.  We must all be 
individually aware and prepared. 

Thanks to all who have been on site the last two weekends.  It is fun to watch it all come together. 
 
President  We must honor our elders with the same breath with which we honor our youth and teens.  We must switch our thinking 
from “can’t” to “have to” accommodate our growth over the next ten plus years.  Are there 5,000 more of us that need to be here. We 
must take responsibility to get to that point by expanding our land base and then stewarding the land for the next generations.  We 
must cultivate room.  We cannot lose one generation.  This is Jack’s drum beat. 
 
Property Acquisition Team (PAT)  Charlie announced that our offer of $345,000 on the Fuller property was accepted.  This is 13 
acres of land that encompasses 8 forested acres from the corner of Aero & Chickadee all way to the Yurt and 5 cleared acres with a 
house and outbuildings on Suttle Road.  There are several options the PAT would like the Fair membership to consider.  One is to 
move the property line, sell the house and five acres, and preserve the forest for ourselves.  Or we keep the whole property, site the 
lodge, and rent the house.  The Board will revisit this issue in August with the Fair family.  The Fair family is invited to tour the 
property, except the house, which is in pristine condition.  Grumpy (aka Steve Gorham) acknowledged there may be poison oak in 
those woods.  Dr Jim said he met the realtor while strolling through the Fuller property this weekend.  Apparently the other bidder, a 
developer, wanted to divide the land into three separate parcels and “begin clearcutting the trees before the ink was dry.”  The realtor 
added that Mrs. Fuller was waiting for the Fair to make an offer because she had such a positive experience with the OCF.  Dr Jim 
acknowledged that credit belongs to the Neighborhood Response Team.  He is also grateful the PAT acted as quickly as they did. 
 
Treasurers  Hilary reported that the OCF intends to buy the Fuller property with cash which will use up the Rainy Day Fund.  This 
may cause a cash crunch while we wait to receive funds from Fastixx sales.  However, she is confident they will be able manage the 
cash flow.  The OCF could secure a $50,000 line of credit with closing costs of $250 plus administrative fees.  Interest would be 
charged based upon outstanding balances.  They would like to keep this option in reserve, if needed.  Leslie added this has been a 
fascinating adventure trying to cash in the CDs and amass $345,000 just prior to Main Camp.  Fortunately, because the interest rates 
are so low, we incurred little to no penalties. 

Budget adjustments:  The Capital Projects budget was adjusted to reflect the cost of the lumber already bought from Conde.  
This raised the total to $37,796 from $36,196 and covers four projects.  There have also been some additions for Waste Warriors, 
management of cars in the 8 on Sunday, and extra staffing for crew services for more showers.  The OCF will receive extra revenue 
with the sale of ten percent more SOPs.  The bottom line is approximately $6,000 excess revenue.  Yet, it is still a very tight budget. 
 

COMMITTEE REPORTS 
Personnel  The Personnel Committee is meeting with the Treasurers next week to review employee job descriptions in time for the 
September evaluations. 
 

OLD BUSINESS 
MEDICAL MARIJUANA STATION REPORT 

Shaun McCrea, OCF counsel on civil forfeiture, reported that she consulted with the Fair’s counsel and Lee Berger, counsel 
for Eugene Cannabis Grow-op, as directed last month by the Board.  In light of the recent Supreme Court ruling that there is no 
medical necessity defense and marijuana is still a scheduled drug, it is her recommendation that the Board not approve a medical 
marijuana aid station on site this year.  She added that Eugene Cannabis Grow-op could certainly have space to display educational 
materials.  This is still covered by the first amendment.  As the OCF is a corporation and owns substantial real property, we could 
possibly be set up as a target by the feds.  The OCF could then face civil or criminal forfeiture and the corporation and/or the Board 
could face criminal charges.   

Etienne encouraged anyone passionate about this issue to get involved to change the laws.  HR1344 would re-schedule 
marijuana.  Todd (Compassion Center, the new name for Eugene Cannabis Grow-op) wondered how the OCF could accommodate 
those folks who need their medicine.  Jack would like the OCF to look for solutions for this issue.  It won’t go away.  It is a major 
breakthrough and raises different concerns to recognize that for many people marijuana is medicine, not a recreational drug. 
 

AUGUST CULTURE JAM 
Dr Jim moved, and Bear seconded the Board allocate $4,650 for a culture jam on site overnight in early August.   
Background:  The weekend would be open to Fair and community youth ages 13-19, and would be limited to 30-40 kids.  They 
anticipate needing at least 20 adult leaders and volunteers to pull this off successfully.  The proposal submitted by Dr Jim, Hilary and 
Leslie states this is “an essential next step” to developing a youth program including financially self-sustaining, week long gatherings 
on site by August 2002. They expect fees and in-kind revenue to cover $1650 (perhaps more); the balance of expenses would be 
drawn from the Other Events line item which still has $3,771.  They are requesting the full amount of itemized expenses as a 
cautionary measure.  The culture jam would not turn away any youth because of a lack of funding.  The Culture Jam would continue 



to collaborate with many community groups who help us do outreach to achieve “a real diversity of participation from youth ... and a 
creative mix of artists and workshop facilitators.”  Working with youth involves a new level of security, including background checks 
on all adult trainers and volunteers.  There will also be specific behavior agreements for the youth and staff ,including no drugs, 
alcohol, or sex.  They have a lot of content ideas already and would appreciate hearing others.  The proposal includes $1500 for an 
organizer for the next two and a half months, plus the weekend.  The organizer should be Michael Glownia, who has put in hundreds 
of hours to develop the last two Culture Jams.  He has the time, the expertise, and relationships with youth, artists, and collaborators. 
Peach Gallery:  Michael Glownia added that having an overnight CJ on site would deepen the experience for the youth.  One basic 
value of the CJs is to facilitate youth to change/empower themselves and thus change the community.  This is a way we can share our 
values with the greater community.  He added that the YMCA was so impressed with the success of their event that they offered space 
and volunteers for future jams.   
 
BoD:  Michele opposes a paid organizer while most of us volunteer for the OCF.  Bear agreed with Michele and added that the hiring 
process should be open and overseen by the Personnel Committee.  Leslie agreed the process should be open and will become so as 
Culture Jams become an ongoing project of the Fair.  The expedited process was necessitated this time because of the close proximity 
of the date, August 10-12.  She has expressed this clearly to Michael as well.  Etienne suggested the BoD revisit the issue of a Culture 
Jam/Youth Program organizer at a later date.  Jack  -- by expanding into the greater community we can “steal their children” and 
expose them to alternative culture values and creative expression.  He hopes this is a good place to begin to make other cultures feel 
safe and welcome in the OCF. 
The motion passed:  9 in favor and 1 opposed (Michele). 
 

MAIN CAMP CHECK SIGNERS 
Brad moved, and Dr Jim seconded, that Eric Nusbaum be added to the Key Kitchen account, Lucy Kingsley be added to the 
Key Checking account, and Carolyn Sykora be added to the Pacific Continental QM account. 
The motion passed:  10 in favor and 0 opposed. 
 

BUDGET -- KITCHEN GARDEN EXTENSION 
Bear moved, and Lawrence seconded, the Board add $600 as a capital project to extend the kitchen garden.   
The funds would pay for lumber to build four additional boxes, organic soil, fertilizer, and transplants. 
Peach Gallery:  Hilary does not support this proposal because it is outside of the budget process, it is pretty late to start growing food 
for Main Camp, and we can add to the garden next year.  Steve G -- As treasurer he reacts negatively toward any budget proposal that 
comes directly to the Board.  It is especially shocking that one should come from a Budget Committee member.  This is not an 
emergency that needs the Board’s attention now.  Mike James (Security) said it is odd to do so, but he agrees with Grumpy on this 
issue! 
The motion failed:  2 in favor and 8 opposed (Etienne, Diane, Lawrence, Michele, Jim, Dr Jim, Charlie & Jack)  Marlene was 
out of the room during the vote. 
 

BUDGET -- BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
Charlie moved, and Etienne seconded, the Board allocate $500 as start up costs for the creation of an OCF membership 
business directory.  The money would come out of the Research & Education line item in the BoD budget.   
Background:  The goal is to publish a directory, on-line and on paper, for Fair family who offer goods and services.  They project a 
printed directory of 120 pages of approximately 1000 listings of Fair members who have a product or service to offer their fellow 
Fairies.  They propose an initial printing of 5000 copies.  A Fair volunteer has offered to develop an on-line database for the 
cyberspace version.  The on-line version can be updated continually.  Survey respondents said $10 is a reasonable fee for a listing.  
Listings will be limited to verified OCF members.  List request forms will be published in the August issue of the Fair Family News. 
They will also be available during Main Camp, at the Wristband booths, and at crew meetings prior to the Fair.  The printed copy will 
sell for $3 plus mailing costs. 
 
Peach Gallery: David Helton included the survey with the Registration mailing.  They have received 70-80 percent of them back with 
booth reps making copies for the other artisans in their booth.  norma thanked the other committee members for their great work:  
Aleta Miller, Jayne Syverson, Monte Mathews, Mindy Valpey, Etienne, and Robin Lindsey, who created the mock-up directory. 
BoD:  Etienne -- this is the greatest committee she’s worked on!  They are very creative and ready to go to work.  Dr Jim 
complimented the committee on the quality of their presentation.  It is just what we imagined.  Brad is inspired by the committee’s 
vision for the excess revenue.  Aleta -- the committee proposes using the excess revenue to establish a grant system for small 
businesses in keeping with legal parameters of our non-profit status.   
The motion passed:  10 in favor and 0 opposed. 
 

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP SURVEY 
Etienne moved, and Michele seconded, the Board change the Member Survey from bi-annual to annual. 
Peach Gallery:  Carmie (Traffic) -- the survey is rejuvenating.  Members would remember to use the survey better if it were annual.  
Steve, being Grumpy, said last year’s survey was a good attempt but, there were still many questions with the answers built in to the 
questions.  He also questions whether volunteers are willing to do it every year.   
BoD:  Etienne pointed out that the Business Directory is a good thing that came out of last year’s survey.  Michele supports the 
measure because it lets the petitioners know if other folks agree or disagree with them.  Lawrence supports more avenues of input.  



This is a practical and symbolic gesture.  Charlie agreed with Grumpy.  He added that it would set up a bad dynamic if members give 
input that the Board does not act upon because the questions were poorly designed.  It is demoralizing for everyone.  The survey 
should be a tool of meaningful input.   
The motion failed:  6 in favor and 4 opposed (Marlene, Jim, Dr Jim, and Charlie). 
 

OCF ON-LINE 
Brad moved, and Bear seconded, to broadcast the Oregon Country Fair on-line as it was done last year. 
Background:  Brad later reminded all that we did it the same as last year on this topic including the discussion. 
Peach Gallery:  Cliff Cox would be here to present the motion except that he is in Bhutan putting the country on-line through a United 
Nations program!  Cliff has an antenna by the Refer trucks and wires strung through the trees to computers to the Doors of Expression 
(formerly Communications) booth in CV.  This affords the ability to download and upload via satellite and use the internet wirelessly.  
Anyone may come to the Doors of Expression (DoE) to e-mail their family & friends, learn about Linux, upload digital photographs, 
and video-streaming from credentialed OCF video crew.  Folks are concerned about privacy issues, artists’ rights, Fair accountability 
and liability, etc.  Hilary said it is pretty awesome that last year Reverend Chumleigh held a live “Heal Normality Naturally” event 
with the DoE on-line.  Cory, Shelley, & Brian (Entertainment/Vaudeville coordinators) are concerned about artists’ rights.  Verbal 
permission does not release the Fair from liability. 
BoD:  Folks had similar concerns, however, the video pass and its responsibilities have been approved by the Fair’s counsel.  Charlie 
said he didn’t hear any complaints about last year’s efforts.  Brad -- “don’t let our fear stand in the way of what we have to gain.”  
Jack expounded on the extension of metaphor -- world wide web as it relates to expanding our community.  He proposes honoring 
restrictions, but no black out. 
The motion passed:  7 in favor and 3 opposed (Etienne, Michele, and Jim). 
 

GRIEVANCE PROCESS DRAFTING 
Charlie took the Board through the remaining pages and sought agreement on proposed changes.  The final draft will be printed and 
available at Main Camp and throughout the Fair.  Charlie hopes the Fair membership discuss the membership and offer input.  
Approval of the Grievance Process will be on the August agenda. 
 

COMMITMENT TO BUILD A LODGE 
& CREATE LODGE PROJECT STEERING COMMITTEE 

Bear moved, and Brad seconded, that it be the policy of the BoD that the OCF will eventually build a permanent lodge, either 
on property we currently own or on property we may some day acquire, in order to establish a comfortable, beautiful year-
round gathering place for our Family on land outside the flood plain. 

He further moved that the BoD establish a Lodge Project Steering Committee (LPSC), to consist of seven Fair 
members (at least one of whom shall be a member of the BoD), and immediately solicit letters of interest for said committee, 
whose members we will appoint at the August 2001 Board meeting.  The LPSC shall be charged with (1)drawing up a rough 
budget for the Lodge project and identifying potential funding sources in addition to the Fair’s regular revenue stream; 
(2)creating and implementing a public process whereby the Fair Family will be able to participate in the siting, design, and 
construction of the Lodge; (3)setting forth a selection of potential construction timetables; (4)establishing a management 
structure to oversee the siting, design, and construction of the Lodge; and (5)any other tasks the Board may assign it.  The 
LPSC shall be subject to review and approval by the Board.  Members of the LPSC shall serve open-ended terms expiring 
upon their resignation or replacement by motion of the Board. 

Until the commencement of the next fiscal year, the LPSC shall apply to the Board at our regular meetings for such 
funds as it may need.  For succeeding fiscal years, the Board shall establish a Lodge Project line item within our budget. 
 
Peach Gallery:  Many members agreed with David Helton it is inappropriate to commit the OCF to build a lodge and then begin an 
open, public process.  It would be better to create the steering committee and then have an open, public review of their report.  Hilary 
supports the lodge project and this motion if this is what is needed to begin.  Leslie supports the steering committee, but said the 
project needs the membership’s support.  The project needs a clearer vision overall.  Shelly echoed Leslie and added that many 
entertainers will feel the lodge is being built upon their backs. 
BoD:  Bear would not eliminate the first paragraph of the motion.  The Board needs to make a firm commitment if we will ever build 
a lodge. 
Marlene moved, and Jim seconded, to table the motion until July. 
The motion to table passed:  7 in favor and 3 opposed (Dr Jim, Bear & Brad). 
 

SEXUAL HARASSMENT POLICY 
Bear moved, and Brad seconded, the OCF adopt the proposed Sexual Harassment Policy submitted in this month’s BoD 
packet. 
Peach Gallery:  Andy McLain (Construction) -- “We’re a family and in order to be a family we have to decide what to do with our 
creepy uncles.  Every family has them, even ours.  Women find themselves dealing with men who don’t know the difference between 
acceptable and unacceptable behavior.  The right thing to do is for Fair leadership to state firmly that No means No, that sexual 
activity must be respectful and consensual, and that exchanging privileges for sex is unacceptable. ...  It (the policy) gives support to 
those who are subjected to unacceptable behavior.  It offers a person to talk to, a process to follow, and a chance to have the issue 



addressed right away, not months later when the damage has been done....”  (Note:  the Fair already has the PIT (Process Intervention 
Team) available during Main Camp which deals with these same issues.) 
BoD:  Jim moved, and Lawrence seconded, to table this motion until the August BoD meeting.   
The motion to table passed:  8 in favor and 2 opposed (Bear & Brad). 
 

ELDERS COMMITTEE FUNDING 
Diane moved, and Marlene seconded, to allocate $50 to the Elders Committee to engage in a statistically accurate survey at the 
Fair.  The funds will cover copying expenses.  Folks will be asked a series of questions which will be used to determine how many 
“elders” the Fair has, depending upon the criteria.   
The motion passed:  10 in favor and 0 opposed. 
 
Bear moved, and Jim seconded, that the meeting be extended by 15 minutes.   
The motion passed 9 in favor (including Michele!) and 1 opposed (Etienne). 
 

CHUMLEIGH EMERGENCY PROPOSAL 
Lawrence moved, and Jim seconded, ask Reverend Chumleigh (RC) to come to the Fair this year in exchange for $500 a day 
for three days of performing and $100 to offset Spring Fling expenses, a total of $1600.   
Background:  RC has declared his intention to quit the OCF.  While Lawrence believes no coordinator engaged in Machiavellian 
politics there was a break down in communication among all parties.  He would like the Board to 1)apologize and 2)induce RC to 
come back to the Fair.  The Board could do this even ‘though it is an Ops issue.  Lawrence recognizes the other conflicting issues -- 
1)there are no open time slots left at this late date and 2)equality with the other entertainers. 
 
Peach Gallery:  Leslie said she is very sad and disappointed with what has happened with this whole issue.  However, she believes the 
BoD made the right decision last month but offered the wrong reasons.  RC’s proposal is a great idea but it needs to go through the 
budget process during the budget period.  She does not believe it is the BoD’s purview to establish new venues at the Fair or decide 
how much to pay individual entertainers.  The process is important as it is a reflection of our values if you believe that means and ends 
are inseparable.  Grumpy would like to see RC return but agrees that the BoD made the right decision.  At the least, RC has gleaned a 
year’s worth of material!  David -- sometimes it takes three or four years to float a good idea, even ‘though you think you know the 
process and then find out that you don’t.  In the end, the opportunity was not dead.  Many BoD were positive about the proposal but 
thought the timing was wrong and that it needed to be worked out with collaboration from Vaudeville coordinators.  Joseph -- it is 
obvious that there are some serious communication problems throughout the Fair.  We must deal with that separately.  Regarding this 
issue, we must show respect but not bow down.  Jeremy questioned why the Fair’s failure should be a burden for Reverend 
Chumleigh. 
Michele moved!, and Bear seconded, to extend the meeting another 15 minutes. 
The motion passed:  10 in favor and 0 opposed. 
Shelley (Vaudeville Co-Coord) apologized for not being present at last month’s meeting.  She was at a dress rehearsal which could not 
be missed.  There is a lot of mis- or missed communication on all sides.  In February, she endorsed what RC said was in the proposal.  
She assumed that meant a Saturday night show in the Big Top similar to last year’s show which went off well.  The proposal 
submitted to the Board was much more extensive and included money which had not been mentioned previously.  Shelley welcomes a 
review of providing reasonable pay, space, and time on the stages and expand the creative options for all entertainers.  She added that 
RC was well aware they were holding his old slots open for him pending the BoD’s decision.  RC is an important member of the 
community and she would like him to return.  However, supporting this motion would be an insult to all the other entertainers who 
also have a deep commitment to the Fair. 
 
BoD:  Michele does not support this motion.  The BoD must support coordinators who are just as important as Reverend Chumleigh.  
Bear -- the lesson tonight is to get information from all sources.  Charlie voted against the proposal last month because it was outside 
of the process.  He offered to help RC work through the process next year.  He is sorry RC is reacting in this way and hopes he will 
return again.  Jack -- the BoD has dealt with more content issues this year than ever.  On this issue it is boggling to figure out how to 
honor Chumleigh, honor Ops, honor the coordinators, and honor one’s self.  An artisan community does not want a Board to 
determine who, what, when, or where.  “Content is too precious to leave up to us.”  Jack said he loves Chumleigh; he will miss him 
dearly and will mourn his absence. 
At this point, Jim withdrew his second, and the motion died for lack of a new second. 
 
The following items were tabled or will be revisited in August:  Donation to Equity Foundation, Grievance Process, Sexual 
Harassment Policy.  The following items were tabled until September:  Child Crafts Booth, Teen Pass Conversion Policy. 
The next Board meeting has been rescheduled for Sunday, July 1, 4pm, on site.  The agenda, subject to change, may include the 
following items:  Lodge Project & Steering Committee (Bear), Memberships in Lane Arts Council and Visitors Association of Lane 
County (CVALCO), and Entertainment Coalition (Marlene). 
 
Minutes by Jen-lin 
See you at the Fair!                        
 

 


